January 19, 2016
CIMPERIAL® 861 with InSol™ Technology Metalworking Fluid Approved for Use at Bombardier
CINCINNATI, OH — Milacron Holdings Corp. (“Milacron”) (NYSE: MCRN), a leading industrial technology
company serving the plastics processing and industrial fluid industries, announced that its CIMCOOL brand;
the leader in fluid technology has communicated that CIMPERIAL 861 with InSol™ Technology, a hybrid
lubricity, semi-synthetic metalworking fluid, has recently received approval under Bombardier BAMS 569001 Revision B.
CIMPERIAL 861 with InSol™ Technology is recommended for heavy-duty machining of non-ferrous and
ferrous metals including 6000 and 7000 series aluminum, stainless steels, titanium and other exotic alloys.
It can also be used for grinding and is formulated to deliver extended sump life. The product is designed to
increase tool life and provide superior lubricity while remaining low foaming for today’s demanding high
pressure applications. In addition, CIMPERIAL 861 with InSol™ Technology has low chemical odor and is
mild to the skin.
Aerospace Business Manager, Kyle Walker, stated, “CIMCOOL’s global technology team has developed a
hybrid semi-synthetic to maximize tool life and part quality on aerospace alloys. The benefit will be one
fluid that handles machining needs by delivering superior cooling and lubricity directly to the point of cut.
CIMPERIAL 861 with InSol™ Technology is a great example of how we support customers in the aerospace
industry, and our technology is now approved by Bombardier. The hybrid combination of InSol®
Technology in a semi-synthetic metalworking fluid delivers superior performance when compared to other
semi-synthetic or micro-soluble technology.”
By design, CIMPERIAL 861 with InSol™ Technology is stain resistant when tested on 6000 and 7000 series
aluminum, titanium and stainless steels alloys.
“CIMCOOL continues to innovate and change the way our customers think about fluids. CIMCOOL
manufactures revolutionary fluid technology unmatched in the market,” said Jack Teat, Cimcool Fluid
Technology President.
At CIMCOOL, Fluid Technology is more than just a slogan; it is, and has been, our business and culture for
more than 70 years. Our metalworking fluids are the premier choice in automotive, aerospace, and
industrial metalworking applications. When buying a CIMCOOL fluid, you are actually buying performance
and capability. That includes all required service and expertise to optimize performance.
On every level: Quality, Quantity, Fluid Life, Working Conditions, and Environmental Impact, CIMCOOL is an
excellent way to reduce your total production costs. Worldwide, our customers enjoy productivity gains
with the technology provided from CIMCOOL’s complete line of metalworking products.
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About Milacron
Milacron is a global leader in the manufacture, distribution and service of highly engineered and
customized systems within the plastic technology and processing industry. Milacron is the only global
company with a full-line product portfolio that includes hot runner systems, injection molding, blow
molding and extrusion equipment plus a wide market range of advanced fluid technologies. Visit the new
Milacron at www.milacron.com
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